
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Flying start: Graphic Communication 

2021 
 

 

Graphic Communication A Level is part of the wider VAPAM (Visual and 
Performing Arts and Media) Faculty, within this faculty sit all the creative subjects 
and we all work together successfully. We have Instagram accounts where you 

can update yourself on current work, recommendations and other updates. 

 

 

 

 

 



Thank you for showing an interest in studying Graphic 
Communication at Thomas Rotherham College. We are very 
keen to see what you can do, and this pack should help you 

get you off to a ‘flying start’. 
 

This Flying Start pack contains: 
 

1)  Information about the course 
2)  A variety of activities to do at home - some of 

which are compulsory! Look out for these 
3)  A planner for you to use and track the activities 
4)  Useful links and resources 

 
This course is part of the ‘Art and Design’ specification which means it 
is the same method of assessment, exam paper and basic structure 

as other Art and Design A Level courses such as Fine Art and 
Photography. You can study 2 of 3 available courses at Thomas 

Rotherham College. The course is made up of 2 components – 1 - 
60% Coursework and 2 - 40% Exam. Component 1 is made up of 80% 
practical portfolio work (sketchbook work and outcomes) and 20% 

written personal study (an essay of 2 – 3000 words) 
 

The course covers illustration, advertising, branding and information 
design. This course is very practical based and covers lots of more 

traditional ways of making imagery such as printmaking, 
photography and drawing. These elements are then used digitally to 

create your own original designs. A large part of the course is 

developing your own ideas about the world through the lens of 
graphic communication, you are required to conduct research 

about not only artists and designers but the context within which they 
and you are creating work. 

 
 

 We are looking forward to meeting you in September! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information about the course 



 

 

Graphic Communication is 

about solving problems using 
visual language, looking 

at advertising, illustration, 
branding and information design. 

You will learn about the 
importance of the client and the 
audience but, also, the 

conceptual ideas that designers 
use to communicate deeper 

meanings and messages. The A 
Level encourages exploration of 
different materials, processes 

and techniques, both practical 
and digital. The start of the 

course is workshop-based, 
teaching a range of practical 

skills including drawing, a range 
of printmaking, 
and photography, both digital 

and dark room. It also includes 
how to put your practical 

experiments together as design 
work.  Students are encouraged 

to base their work around their 
own individual identity, 
incorporating cultural influences 

or personal experiences and 
interests.   

Although most of the assessed 
work is practical, and sketchbook 
based, there is a separately 

assessed written essay. This 
encourages student to explore 

the work of other artists who 
inspire them and look at their 

work in a wider context.   
It is important to note that 
Graphic Communication at TRC 

is a pathway that belongs to the 
Art and Design A Level syllabus 

and, therefore, is creative and 
art based, not media/ design 

technology based.  

 

 

Your Own Working Weekly Planner  



There are some STRETCH & CHALLENGE activities dotted throughout, these aren’t 

essential, but if you are enjoying that particular activity, are something else to get 

your teeth into. 

TASK 1 – Career Pathways for A Level Graphic Communication 

 

The following plan is meant as a guide to help you structure the activities in this flying start 
pack between June and August. However, if you would like to complete this at a 

different pace, in a different order and/or spend less or more time on each activity - this is 

entirely your choice. 
 

Some of the below activities are compulsory – meaning you MUST complete them, before 

you start the course as they will form the beginning of your sketchbook for Graphics. 

These tasks are highlighted in yellow. Obviously, you can do MORE, but these are the 

ones you must have completed and bring with you to your FIRST lesson. 

Activity number 

 

Page number Time allocation Complete? 

1 

Research Career 

pathways 

 
5 

1 – 2 hours  

2 

Intro to typography 

 

 
5 

45 mins – 1 hour  

3 

Creating your own 

letter forms 

 

 
7 

2 hours  

4 

Creating a 

sketchbook page 

 

 
9 

1.5 hours  

5 

Typography Task 
 

 

 
9 

2 hours  

6 

Illustration Task 
 

 

 
11 

1.5 hours  

7  

Annotating task 

 

 

12 

1.5 hours  

8 

Sketchbook Page - 

Typography 

 
13 

45 mins – 1 hour  

9 

Sketchbook Page - 

Illustration 

 
13 

1.5 – 2 hours  

10 

Other Info 

 

 
14 

N/A  



Firstly, the subjects you choose to study at college should be your own choice, but it is useful to 

know where these subjects can take you in the future so you can make the right decisions.  

 
When we talk about the value of arts and culture to society, we always start with its intrinsic value: 

how arts and culture can illuminate our inner lives and enrich our emotional world. This is what we 

cherish – this is especially relatable in the current global circumstance! However, we also need to 
understand that arts and culture have a wider, more measurable impact on our economy, health 

and wellbeing, society and education. It is important we also recognise this impact to help people 

think of our arts and culture for what they are: a strategic national resource. 
 

For your first task, research possible career pathways you would be interested in and find out where 

an A Level in Graphic Communication can take you!! You might be surprised. You can use the 
useful links below, and search yourself on the internet: 

 
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-

degree/photography  

 

https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/art-careers-list - This is a particularly user-friendly 

guide for students and gives you lots of real-life examples! 
 

https://targetcareers.co.uk/career-sectors/arts-and-creative/894045-careers-in-art-and-

design 

  

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/photographer  

 
Notes on findings - Use this table to make notes about what you find out. It is up to you how 

you lay this out e.g. bullet points, full sentences, inserted images ….. but this information could be 

help you decide on the subjects you want to study and potential future careers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TASK 2 – Intro to Typography 

 
‘Typography is the art or technique of arranging type to make written language 

legible, readable and appealing when displayed.’ 

 

Typography is SUPER important for a graphic communication student; you need to learn 
the basics of what typography is and all its different component parts in order to use it in a 

creative and exciting way. Creating designs is often about making choices, so learning 
about what typography is and what fonts can represent or mean through their visual 
characteristics is really important. This means you can then go on to create your own 

meaningful designs that visually represent what you intend them to. For example, if you 
are making a children’s book, your main font needs to be clear and easily readable. If you 

chose a font that was too fancy, it would not be appropriate. 

https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/photography
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/careers-advice/what-can-i-do-with-my-degree/photography
https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/art-careers-list
https://targetcareers.co.uk/career-sectors/arts-and-creative/894045-careers-in-art-and-design
https://targetcareers.co.uk/career-sectors/arts-and-creative/894045-careers-in-art-and-design
https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-profiles/photographer


 
Knowing and understanding the correct terminology is really important, this will help you 

develop your own designs. Watch the following video and conduct your own research on 
the internet, find out what the following terms mean in relation to typography: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sByzHoiYFX0&fbclid=IwAR3SA0OH98lCkop6G
pAs6kn0NUtvx0QXHhjT9UOw9289KkaT48QFC01Vk7s&app=desktop 

 

Term Definition 

Font  

Typeface  

Character  

Serif  

San - Serif  

Display Font  

Ascender  

Descender  

Weight  

Upper Case  

Lower Case  

Kerning  

Leading  

Tracking  

Hierarchy  

How many fonts should 
you have on one design?  

 

Name 3 fonts should you 
not use as they are 
outdated and overused? 

 

STRETCH & CHALLENGE: 
Find out about the 
‘anatomy of a letter’ and 
research more 
advanced terms. Record 

them here. 

 

 
 
Choosing a font is really important, you must make sure that your fonts and 
typography are appropriate for the project you are doing. Is it formal, informal? Is it 

exciting, scary, serious or fun? The typography you choose, what it indicates and 
how you use it can help you to communicate your message. Have a look at the 
fonts below and describe them as much as you can using the terminology you 
have just researched. Then think about what would be a good to use this for e.g. 
have a look at the first example: 

 

Font Description What would be a good 

thing to use this font for? 

Magneto 
San serif, heavy weight or 
BOLD, italic, lowercase and 

upper - case letters, kerning 

between the characters 
almost joins them together. 

This is a Display font. 

This font looks retro, like a 1950s 
car badge. As it is a display 

font it would be good to use 

for maybe the sign of a 
themed retro diner, and then it 

could be used on the menus 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sByzHoiYFX0&fbclid=IwAR3SA0OH98lCkop6GpAs6kn0NUtvx0QXHhjT9UOw9289KkaT48QFC01Vk7s&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sByzHoiYFX0&fbclid=IwAR3SA0OH98lCkop6GpAs6kn0NUtvx0QXHhjT9UOw9289KkaT48QFC01Vk7s&app=desktop


for the title etc. It shouldn’t 

really be used for the main 

writing as it is difficult to read 
and too fancy. 

Arial 
 

  

Harlow Solid 
Italic 
 

  

STENCIL 

 

  

Times New 

Roman 

 

  

IMPACT 

 

  

 

TASK 3 – Creating your own letter forms 

 
In Graphic Communication we use both fonts and letters that you design and make yourself, in 

combination with ready-made fonts and typefaces. It’s important that you are CREATIVE and 

EXPERIMENT when making letterforms.  
 

At Thomas Rotherham College, the Graphic Communication course is part of the Art and Design A 

Level, meaning we use a combination of practical, hand-made processes (like drawing, painting 
and printing) and digital processes (like photography and photoshop). Your task is to make the 

individual letters for the word ‘Type’, each letter needs to be made in a different way! The 

important thing is to try different things out, keep ALL your experiments, but choose your BEST one 
for your final word. 

 

Think about the following: 

• The Case – letters can be UPPER or lower case. 

• The Size – make sure you consider the size of your letters – your BEST ones are to be mounted 
and presented on an A3 sketchbook page along with annotations – how big do you want 

them to be? Do you want them all to be the same size? Will you do them all on the same 

piece of paper or separate ones to cut out and mount? 

• The Colours – we haven’t touched on this yet, but to make your letters work together use a 
limited colour pallet – no more than 3 colours (if you use collage, you may break this rule!). 

And try to use at least one of the colours in ALL your letters. This will make them look good 

together. 
 

You can use any of the following methods to help you, you don’t have to use ALL of them, you 

could use just one! or anything you can come up with yourself! 
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Hand Draw -Use this ‘letter 

builder’ grid to DRAW your 
letter using ink, paint, posca 

pens or whatever you have 
handy! 

  
Print Letters -Use found 

objects to print your own 
letter forms by rolling ink or 
paint on one side and 

pressing onto paper 

  
Brush Calligraphy - Use a 

brush or brush pen to create 
your letter – try different types 
of letter – making them simple 

and more elaborate. There 
are LOTS of tutorials on 

youtube! 

 
3D - BUILD your letter! You 

could use cardboard, waste 
plastic, whatever you can 
find! You will need to 

photograph this for your 
page, so bear this in mind 

and think about the 
background, lighting etc. 

  
Collage - Use wrappers, 

papers, magazines and 
newspapers to collage a 
letter. You could use the letter 

builder above to structure 
your letter. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKUkSWxNJFc
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Digitally Draw - Free 
drawing apps like Inkscape 
or any other you may like 
to use. Again, you could 

use the ‘letter builder’ to 
help you. 

 
Photography - Photograph 
objects or letter forms you 
find! 

 

  
 

TASK 4 – Creating a Sketchbook page 

 
For your A Level, your sketchbook serves 2 purposes: 

 
1 – it presents the BEAUTIFUL work you have created 

2 – it shows your process, your thought processes out and the reasons why you have 
created your work 
 

You get marks for the quality of the content of your sketchbook and the quality of the 
presentation of your sketchbook. Watch this video: 

 
How to Present a Sketchbook Page | TRC Art Department - YouTube 

 
For this task you will need 2 x A3 pieces of paper and you are going to present the work 
you have just created. There are a few steps to creating a successful sketchbook page: 

 
1. Decide the orientation – portrait or landscape? 
2. Gather all the VISUAL elements that need to be presented 

 
Using the research and images you have gathered so far; your TASK will be to create a 

‘Sketchbook page’.  Read the information carefully below and then present your work on 

an A3 piece of good quality paper or card (nothing too flimsy) if you have the facilities at 
home. Presentation is important! You need to include the following: 

• A title – this could be ‘Basics of Typography’ or something more creative! 

• A brief explanation of how you have tackled the task set. How did you make your 

letters? Have you got any experiments that didn’t go to plan first time, you could 

present these to explain your processes. 

• The letters you have made, arranged to make the word ‘Type’. They could be 

mounted and presented in a row, or you could present them creatively. Have a 

look at this pinterest board to see how words can be arranged creatively: 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/trcartanddesign/typography/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=digoLiex0Cs
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/trcartanddesign/typography/


• Annotation using the technical terminology you have researched above, you 

could present the definitions or you could label your own letters with some of the 

technical terms.  

If you do not have printing facilities at home – then you could get these images printed at 

a shop or supermarket as many offer affordable printing services. If this is still not possible, 

create a digital sketchbook page/s that would look exactly how you would want it to in a 

sketchbook if it was printed and presented. 

 

For ideas on how to present your work, please 

search – ‘Thomas Rotherham College 

Sketchbook’ on Pinterest to see examples of 

student sketchbook pages.  Presentation is 
25% of your A level mark – this does not mean 
it has to be over fussy or ‘decorate’, it needs to be appropriate and show off your work. 

 
We have created a specific board on PINTEREST with some examples of flying start work 

from last year here: 
ADD LINK 
If you have not used Pinterest before, you will need to sign up for this! This is important for 

your A Level and you will use Pinterest LOTS! 
 

Follow us on Instagram! Take photographs of your work and tag us in it! 

https://www.instagram.com/trcartdept/  

 
DEADLINE: Please bring your completed Sketchbook page to your first lesson in 

September.  TASKS 2 – 4 ARE COMPULSORY! Please make sure you have completed these! 

 

 

TASK 5 – Creating your OWN typography Task 
 

Now you have learnt out the basics of typography, have a go at making your own! 
Choose one of the words below and create your OWN typography. This could be using 

any of the techniques above or your own ideas! You need to try and create the word 
visually in a way that represents what the word means. Think about the following: 
 

• The colours you choose 

• The techniques and processes you use – how can they represent the word? 

• The composition of your overall word 

 

ZEST DARK BLUE LIGHT 

FLOW SPLASH NATURE MACHINE 

 
Be expressive and experimental! 

https://www.instagram.com/trcartdept/


    
 

 

DO NOT PRESENT THIS YET! 

 

 

TASK 6 – Using Images - Illustration Task  

 
Images and illustrations are a BIG part of graphic communication, you will learn LOTS of 

different ways to create your own imagery on the course. Your next task is to experiment 
with illustration and create an image to go with your typography.  
 

Normally – you would not use stock images or images created by other people, however, 
for this task, you can use them as a base OR you can take your OWN images to work from, 

or work from an object. Think of an object that would represent your word and create an 
image to go with the typography you have just made. You can use hand techniques like 

drawing or collage or a digital drawing program like Inkscape:  
 
I have used the example of an apple to represent the word ‘Fresh’ 

Line 

Drawing 

 

Shape 

 

Gestural this is something less literal and more 

abstract, you would need to consider colour here! 

 
 

Realistic 

 

Or combinations of more than one technique: 



 
Realistic drawing and line                  Line and Shape 

 

TASK 7: Annotation Task - writing about your images 

 
Annotation is very important in Graphics as it gives the reader an insight into your thoughts 
and shows your understanding of the subject. ‘Annotations’ are the small bits of writing in 

your sketchbook that explain what you have done, and more importantly – why you have 
done them. Writing about your work and explaining your process is something you need to 

practice just as much as your visual skills. It is good to think about what you are writing 
before you go ahead and write straight onto your page, so using post it notes, answer the 
following questions: 

 

Typography page Illustration page 
1. Why did you choose that word? 

 
2. How did you create your letters and 

how does this represent what your 
word means? 

3. What colours did you use and how 
do they relate to your word? 

4. Describe the shape and form of 

your letters, use as much of the 
technical terminology you have 

researched previously. 

1. Why does that object represent 

your word? 
2. How did you create your illustration 

and why did you choose this 
technique? 

3. What colours did you use and how 
do they relate to your word/object? 

4. Describe the shape and form of 

your illustration, use as much 
technical terminology as you can. 

 

 

TASK 8: Present your NEW TYPOGRAPHY sketchbook page – 1 x A3 
 
You need to present 2 types of information on this sketchbook page – visual AND written. 

You should ALWAYS arrange your images first. LAYOUT and COMPOSITION are a HUGE part 

of Graphics. Rewatch this video: How to Present a Sketchbook Page | TRC Art 

Department - YouTube 

 
Your TYPOGRAPHY section should be 1 x A3 page, so the first half of an open sketchbook 
double page spread. It needs to include the following: 

• A Title 

• The TYPOGRAPHY you created 

• The annotations you created – you can write these directly onto your page neatly, 

onto a separate piece of paper and stick them on or type them and print them 

out. Use what you have learned so far about typography to help you present this 
beautifully and appropriately. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=digoLiex0Cs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=digoLiex0Cs
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fmarketplace.canva.com%2FEADzAuNXKm0%2F1%2F0%2F1600w%2Fcanva-pink-yellow-and-blue-apple-and-leaves-organic-line-art-simplified-illustrations-circle-laptop-sticker-6H7xFtS0-NM.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canva.com%2Ftemplates%2FEADzAuNXKm0-pink-yellow-and-blue-apple-and-leaves-organic-line-art-simplified-illustrations-circle-laptop-sticker%2F&tbnid=6H7xFtS0-NM0DM&vet=12ahUKEwjnmtrfs8DpAhUBNRoKHfmUBjIQMygbegQIARBc..i&docid=sGck8C7LZgrdVM&w=1600&h=1600&q=apple%20illustrations&ved=2ahUKEwjnmtrfs8DpAhUBNRoKHfmUBjIQMygbegQIARBc


 

  
 

TOP TIP: To make your images stand out, mount them! This means to add a border 
of a contrasting colour to the image you are mounting. You can use lots of things 
around your house for this! Newspaper, plain wrapping paper, brown paper. 
 

TASK 9: Present your ILLUSTRATION sketchbook page – 1 x A3 
 
Present your illustration that accompanies your typography on a second piece of A3 

paper – NOT the BACK of your typography page. This means when you put the two 
together you will end up with a double page spread! 

 

  
 
Present this in the same way you presented your typography page, so they look 

‘matching’. It should include the following: 

• A Title 

• The ILLUSTRATION you created 

• The annotations you created – you can write these directly onto your page neatly, 

onto a separate piece of paper and stick them on or type them and print them 
out. Use what you have learned so far about typography to help you present this 

beautifully and appropriately. 
 

TASK 10: Other bits and bobs 

 



TalkArt Podcast  
https://player.fm/series/talk-art  

Also, available on Spotify 
 
Actor Russell Tovey and gallerist Robert Diament 
host Talk Art, a podcast dedicated to the world 

of art featuring exclusive interviews with leading 
artists, curators & gallerists, and even 
occasionally their talented friends from other 
industries like acting, music and journalism. Listen 
in to explore the magic of art and why it 
connects us all in such fantastic ways. Follow the 

official Instagram @TalkArt for images of artworks 
discussed in each episode and to follow Russell 
and Robert's latest art adventures. 

 

Grayson Perry Art Club – All4 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/graysons-art-club  
 
A new show aiming to bring the nation 

together through art. Grayson Perry talks to 
artists, creatives, celebrities and viewers about 
art and lockdown. Although this does not 
have a specific focus on photography, all 
aspects all the artworld should inspire your 

studies and knowledge in the creative 
industry. Available to watch the episodes on 
catch up.  
 
 

 

Well done for attempting all the activities! Please bring the work you have completed to 

your first Graphics class in September. We will be rewarding your dedication and hard 

work and you will find many of the activities useful straight away!       

 

Please see the ‘culture vulture’ link on the website for further activities / 

entertainment! 

https://player.fm/series/talk-art
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/graysons-art-club

